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THE IMPORTANCE OF A DISPENSATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIBLE Pt. 1 

(And What are the Ramifications When You Don’t?) 

A. The WHAT of A Dispensational Understanding of the Bible. 
 

1.  The word “dispensation” is a ______________________ word/term, found ___X in the NT, 

which literally means ___________________. The central idea in the word “dispensation” is 

that of _____________________________________ the affairs of a household. (Eph. 1:10, 3:2) 
 

• What are some theological definitions of a dispensation? 
 

Dr. Charles Ryrie, “a dispensation is a distinguishable economy in the outworking of God’s 

purpose.” 
 

Dr. Renald Showers, “a dispensation is a particular way of God administering His rule over the 

world as He progressively works out His purpose for world history.”  
 

2. The need to _________________ the Word of God is a biblical concept that we are commanded 

to accurately do when studying the Bible. (2 Tim. 2:15) What are some examples that clearly 

demonstrate this need? 
 

- Leviticus 20:10,13 ……..1 Corinthians 6:9-11 

- Leviticus 11:3, 7-8 …….. Colossians 2:14-17 

- Leviticus 19:19 …………2 Timothy 4:13 

- Deut. 18:9-14, 20 ……… Romans 16:17-18 

- Numbers 15:32-36 …….. Galatians 4:9-10; 5:1-4 

- Deuteronomy 13:6-11 …. Galatians 6:1 

- Matthew 10:5-7 ………..  Mark 16:15 
 

• Who are some notable dispensational teachers over the years? 

 

3. The recognition that “all the Bible is ______ us, but not all the Bible is ____ us” is an important 

principle to remember, while recognizing ___________________________________ principles 

& practices vs. temporary principles & practices. (2 Timothy 3:16; Romans 15:4; 1 Cor.10:11) 
 

• What are some examples of trans-dispensational or permanent principles in the Bible? 

 

4. The foundation for a dispensational understanding of the Bible is to ______________________ 

study the Bible by utilizing a _____________, _________________, _______________________, 

_________________ method of interpretation. Dispensationalism is not a theological overlay or 

construct derived from eisegesis but is the by-product of consistent and careful exegesis. 
 

• "When the plain sense of Scripture makes good sense, seek no other sense.  When the plain sense 

of Scripture makes non-sense, it must be figurative or symbolic." But remember that a figurative 

meaning does not mean an allegorical meaning, as the latter is subject only to the imagination of 

the interpreter. 



5. The primary opposing viewpoint to a dispensational understanding of the Bible is that of 

________________ theology which employs a ___________________ and __________________ 

hermeneutic, resulting in several elements of theological and practical confusion. For example: 
 

• Israel vs. the Church.  (1 Cor. 10:32; Eph. 2:11-18) 
 

• Law vs. Grace.  (Rom. 6:14; 8:2-6) 
 

• The Rapture and the Second Coming of Christ.  (1 Thess. 4:13 - 5:11) 
 

• Who individually or what kind of churches embrace covenant theology? 

 
 

6. The classic dispensational perspective normally recognizes that there are ___ dispensations in 

God’s plan of the ages, while also interpreting literally the biblical ________________. While 

the dispensations _______ the plan of God over the ages, the biblical covenants ______ the plan 

of God in many respects to find its ultimate fulfillment in the future reign of Jesus Christ in the 

eternal Kingdom of God involving the Millennium, New Heavens & New Earth (Rev.20-22). 
 

 
 

• ________% of the Bible deals with 3 dispensations—Law, Grace, & Kingdom. What other 

theological, dispensational views are there? 

 
 

7. The basic features of each dispensation include: There is a particular _____________________.  

(Oftentimes the specific dispensation is named after this.) There are particular _____________ 

to carry out. There is particular new ______________________ to respond to. There is a 

particular __________ to determine man's obedience. There is a particular _________ allotted 

to comply.  There is a particular __________ by man. There is a particular _________ by God. 
 

8. The outcome of each dispensation demonstrates that God is _________, and that _______ is a 

spiritual flop and failure under all conditions apart from the ___________ of God. Yet, one can 

please God if they respond to His __________ revelation and __________ by _____. (Heb.11:6) 
 

9. The condition for eternal salvation in every dispensation is solely by God’s __________ alone 

through _______ alone in the _______ alone, apart from works, rituals, and law. (Rom. 4:1-12) 

The dispensations are not different ways of salvation. 
 

10. The doctrinal ramifications of failing to rightly divide the Word of God affect every basic area 

of  _________________, along with having numerous ________________ ramifications as well.  


